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Chambers Global 2021 has ranked Ogier in the BVI in the top tier for Corporate and Finance

including Investment Funds, and Dispute Resolution.

Based on independent client feedback, the publication also ranks six individuals from across the

team and praises Ogier as 'one of the strongest o shore law rms.'

The Dispute ResolutionDispute Resolution team, led by partner Brian LacyBrian Lacy, enjoyed excellent client feedback and

has been described in Chambers Global as 'extremely good.' Brian, who is an  'excellent lawyer

and strong advocate' with a 'powerful reputation in the jurisdiction,' retains his position in the

rankings and is noted for his foreign expertise based abroad in the UK. Also maintaining their

rankings are partner Grant CarrollGrant Carroll, an 'exceptional lawyer' who is rated by sources for his

handling of restructuring and insolvency matters, and partner Nick BurkillNick Burkill, who is described as

'immensely capable as a litigator,' plus 'up-and-coming star' Nicholas BrookesNicholas Brookes, who was

promoted to the partnership in 2020.

In addition to its ranking in the highest tier, Ogier's 'top notch' Corporate Corporate team was praised for

being 'among the elite rms in the jurisdictions where they operate.' Listed as one of the team's

notable practitioners was Michael KillourhyMichael Killourhy, who maintains his ranking and is described as

having a 'deep knowledge of BVI corporate law.' Ranked in the top tier, BVI practice partner and

the o ce's head of Finance RayRay WearmouthWearmouth was observed by clients as one of the 'top

individuals' in the market: "It's a real honour to be described as one of the strongest o shore law

rms by our clients and I'm pleased that the talent and performance across our teams has been

recognised," he said.

"To be rated as a top tier rm for Corporate and Finance including Investment Funds, and

Dispute Resolution, re ects the high-value, complex matters our teams work on and the

expertise, professionalism and commitment of our people."
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About Ogier

Ogier is a professional services rm with the knowledge and expertise to handle the most

demanding and complex transactions and provide expert, e cient and cost-e ective services

to all our clients. We regularly win awards for the quality of our client service, our work and our

people.

Disclaimer

This client brie ng has been prepared for clients and professional associates of Ogier. The

information and expressions of opinion which it contains are not intended to be a

comprehensive study or to provide legal advice and should not be treated as a substitute for

speci c advice concerning individual situations.

Regulatory information can be found under Legal Notice

Key Contacts

Michael Killourhy

Partner

British Virgin Islands

E: michael.killourhy@ogier.com

T: +1 284 852 7309

Brian Lacy

Partner

British Virgin Islands
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Jersey

E: brian.lacy@ogier.com

T: +44 1534 514493

Nicholas Burkill

Partner

British Virgin Islands

E: nicholas.burkill@ogier.com

T: +1 284 852 7372

Nicholas Brookes

Partner

British Virgin Islands

E: nicholas.brookes@ogier.com

T: +1 284 852 7366

Related Services

Banking and Finance

Corporate

Dispute Resolution

Investment Funds
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Legal

Related Sectors

Funds Hub
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